IACT TRAINING SERVICES

Expert Workshop Schedule 2019
January until July, 2019

**E111 – 800xA Virtualization of Server Nodes using VMware® ESXi**
March 18 - 22, 2019 in Minden (Germany)
Instructor is Kersten Zwiener

**E124 – 800xA Improving Engineering Efficiency**
April 8 - 12, 2019 in Minden (Germany)
Instructor is Rolf Prange

**E143 – 800xA Troubleshooting Core System**
March 4 - 8, 2019 in Minden (Germany)
April 1 - 5, 2019 in Västerås (Sweden)
July 8 - 12, 2019 in Minden (Germany)
Instructor is Sascha Hennig
Instructor is Per Larsson
Instructor is Sascha Hennig

**E144 – 800xA Performing a System Health Check**
February 25 - March 1, 2019 in Minden (Germany)
April 8 - 12, 2019 in Västerås (Sweden)
July 1 - 5, 2019 in Minden (Germany)
Instructor is Sascha Hennig
Instructor is Per Larsson
Instructor is Sascha Hennig

**E163 – Cyber Security for System 800xA**
April 8 - 12, 2019 in Minden (Germany)
July 8 - 12, 2019 in Minden (Germany)
Instructor is Kees van Overveld
Instructor is Kees van Overveld

**E171 – 800xA Operator Workplace Advanced Design and Graphics Configuration**
May 13 - 17, 2019 in Minden (Germany)
Instructor is Juan Raffa

**T142 – TÜV Rheinland Certified Functional Safety Engineer**
April 9 - 12, 2019 in Minden (Germany)
May 7 - 10, 2019 in Västerås (Sweden)
Instructor is Henrik Skovsgaard
Instructor is Henrik Skovsgaard

**T333 – 800xA with AC800M – Integration of IEC 61850 Devices**
March 11 - 15, 2019 in Minden (Germany)
July 1 - 5, 2019 in Minden (Germany)
Instructor is Rolf Prange
Instructor is Rolf Prange
How to order
Please register via ABB University's web site: https://mylearning.abb.com. Sign in and use the Search-Field to find the Expert Workshop you want to register for.

You may also get in contact to one of our Expert Workshop Managers which can provide further information.

Global
Rolf Vahldieck
Minden, Germany
Phone: +49 571 830 1270
Mobile: +49 172 523 3732
rolf.vahldieck@de.abb.com

EMEA
Mark Riekemann
Minden, Germany
Phone: +49 571 830 1263
mark.riekemann@de.abb.com

NEU
Karl-Ake Andersson
Västerås, Sweden
Phone: +46 2134 5338
Mobile: +46 702 978 020
karl-ake.andersson@se.abb.com

Americas
Joe Hartman
Cleveland, USA
Phone: +1 440 585 8091
joe.hartman@us.abb.com

Asia Pacific
HongKeat Chiang
Singapore
Phone: +65 6514 4790
Mobile: +65 9127 6103
hongkeat.chiang@sg.abb.com

Note:
We reserve the right to make technical changes to the products or modify the contents of this document without prior notice. With regard to purchase orders, the agreed particulars shall prevail. ABB does not assume any responsibility for any errors or incomplete information in this document.

We reserve all rights to this document and the items and images it contains. The reproduction, disclosure to third parties or the use of the content of this document – including parts thereof – are prohibited without ABB’s prior written permission.
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